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ABSTRACT

One of the best ever growing and most innovative services being developed by libraries today is digital reference. It is only an advancement of the same traditional services which is emerging as natural solution to meet the user's information needs in the changing technological environment. This paper provides an insight to different Digital Reference Services (DRS) provided by selected libraries across India. Besides the study is an attempt to explore important requirements, characteristics and features for developing a Digital Reference Service network model in India
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INTRODUCTION

New and modern ideas, jointly with the evolution of technology continue to change the customs in which present-day librarians meet the information needs of the patrons. With the increasing availability of computers and Internet access both within libraries and in modern society at large, online services have become among the most heavily used services libraries offer (Pomerantz & Luo, 2006). Since the invention of the World Wide Web, there has been a great enhancement in the number of reference services made available by libraries in digital form. Digital reference, also called virtual reference and online reference, is a relatively new addition to library services that is gaining wide-popularity in libraries. Reference librarians encounter a wide variety of information queries, depending on their user populations and the type of libraries in which they work (Sherikar, Jange & Jadhav, 2006). According to RUSA Guidelines (2004) Digital Reference Service (DRS) is reference service initiated electronically, often in real-time, where patrons
employ computers or other Internet technology to communicate with reference staff, without being physically present. Communication channels used frequently in virtual reference include chat, videoconferencing, Voice over IP, co-browsing, e-mail, and instant messaging.

In Reference services, it is difficult to establish quantitative standards to assess the requirements for quality characteristics. Therefore, reference standards and guidelines are mostly general, leaving individual libraries to set their own standards for quality or compare their situations to those of other libraries (Kasowitz, Bennett & Lankes, 2000). Many guidelines and standards have been established which are altogether intended for directing and assisting the libraries with implementing and maintaining DRS. Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) is one of such initiative, handy to libraries attempting to formalize a DRS.

The libraries in developed countries are already a step forth in endowing DRS, whilst the developing countries are in the progression of providing such services to their users. In this changing scenario, many Indian libraries are influenced by increasing use of technology and techniques, thus have taken steps to serve their patrons through web based reference services. Most of the libraries and information centres in India such as JRD Tata Memorial Library (Bangalore), American Library (New Delhi), Sir Dorabji Tata Memorial Library (Tata Institute of Social Sciences), Jawaharlal Nehru University Library, Indian Institute of Technology (Bombay), Ananda Rangapillai Library (Pondicherry University) etc are providing web-based reference services in addition to their traditional library services.

There is an unprecedented move by libraries collaborating on an international basis to provide 24/7 digital reference services. New models of service delivery are being developed and implemented (Borchardt and Croud, n.a). Several models exist that describe specific steps in the asynchronous reference transaction. Some of these models describe processes similar to processes in the traditional reference interview, while others describe entirely new processes. Despite variations in these conceptualizations of the digital reference transaction, all DRS perform many of the same functions when managing electronically received reference questions (Pomerantz, Nicholson, Belanger and Lankes, 2004).

It appears that discussion and experimentation with providing DRS in Indian libraries has begun, but there are still many issues, both practical and theoretical that must be addressed to create true state-of-art DRS at regional and national level libraries to meet user needs. Thus the study presents a snapshot of the state-of-the-art in DRS offered by Indian libraries and is an attempt to propose a technical/functional model for providing DRS to Indian libraries at regional and national level.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Library and information centres are following some standard guidelines based on which various models are designed and then implemented for providing digital/virtual (Internet based) reference services that can be email based, some chat based and a growing number are using web contact center software. A guideline serves as a measure to help libraries meet the requirements of a standard. Duinkerken, Stephens and Donald (2009) states that Reference and User Services (RUSA) guidelines call for the librarian to demonstrate a commitment to provide effective information assistance and focus all their attention on the patron’s information need. As per Dollah and Diljit (n.a) the number of libraries offering e-mail reference service continues to grow making e-mail the most common vehicle for providing digital reference services. As cited in
(Onifade and Sowole, 2011) Tajer affirms that new reference service models have been designed and developed roving reference, reconfiguring the reference desk, no reference desk, consolidating service points, outreach, and virtual reference. As cited in (Chowdhury, 2001a) Weissman described the 24/7 Reference Project at Metropolitan Cooperative Library System, a consortia around Los Angeles, and the Bay Area Libraries Project at San Francisco that are co-operative projects for providing Web-based reference services to customers. Parida (2004) reveals that the Library of Congress, USA has launched the collaborative digital reference service with a mission to provide such services to the users from a remote location at any time. Chowdhury (2001b) found that the Institute of Scientific Information (ISI) is providing an online reference services to its users through Dialog Alerts, Current Contents and so on. (Borchardt and Crowd, n.a) states that the University of Queensland Library implemented two parallel web based digital reference services “AskIT, which offers computing help and training” and “Ask A Cybrarian, the Library’s digital reference service” for the students and staff of the University of Queensland. It has been found that digital reference services in Indian libraries are still in developing stage. Kalra (2011) reveals that the library of Indian Institute of Technology, Chennai, (IITM) offers various services using a web-interface and Libraries and information centres of British Council and American Embassy in India provide Digital and Virtual Reference service (DVRS) to their users. Thus the present study attempts to provide a function model for Indian libraries to provide digital reference services at regional and national level.

OBJECTIVES:

- To take a comprehensive look at Digital Reference Services (DRS) across Indian libraries.
- To identify various requirements for providing DRS network in Indian libraries at regional and national level.
- To propose a technical/ functional model for effective DRS network in India.

METHODOLOGY:

To address the research objectives articulated in the study, various approaches are applied.

- To attain the first objective, the Indian library websites were analyzed on random basis to take a detailed account of DRS offered.
- To determine requirements for providing DRS in Indian libraries at regional and national level, RUSA (Reference and User Service Association) Guidelines were scrutinized
- Based on the completion of first and second objective, an attempt is made to provide a DRS network model for Indian libraries.
SCOPE

The scope of the present work is confined to the identification of DRS provided by libraries. The study is further limited to Indian situation for providing adequate data about the various requirements to propose a suitable DRS network model for libraries.

Data Analysis

![Fig. 1 Chat Service (Video/Text)](image)

Fig. 1 reveals that Chat service as one of the most essential constituent of DRS, which allows live interaction between patrons and librarians is offered by only 10% of the studied libraries in India namely Sir Dorabji Tata Memorial Library (Tata Institute of Social Sciences) & American Library, New Delhi via Yahoo, AOL, MSN Messenger and Google Talk.
Fig. 2 Web Forms

The bar chart illustrates the number of libraries that offer web forms service. The total number of libraries studied is 20. Out of these, 19 libraries (95%) provided web forms service, while 1 library (5%) did not.

Sir Dorabji Tata Memorial Library (Tata Institute of Social Sciences) & American Library, New Delhi.

Fig. 2 Web Forms are one of the most user-friendly and simplest Digital Reference Service for librarians to discover what exactly user wants, is offered by 10% of the studied libraries in India namely Sir Dorabji Tata Memorial Library (Tata Institute of Social Sciences) and American Library, New Delhi.

Fig. 3 E-mail Service

The bar chart shows the number of libraries that offer e-mail service. The total number of libraries studied is 20. All 20 libraries (100%) provided e-mail service.

Fig. 3 evidences that E-mail is the only service that is typically provided by all the libraries (100%) considered for the study.
Fig. 4 FAQ Service

Fig. 4 depicts that 55% of libraries are those that provide FAQ (a list of Frequently Asked Questions and their answers about the given subject) service to the patrons.

Fig. 5 SMS Service

Fig. 5 shows that not a single studied library (0%) from India has come up with SMS service for communication of reference queries to their broader user groups.

RUSA Guidelines

In an effort to reach patrons accessing the library via their computers, many libraries and library consortia are based on some standard guidelines and Reference and User Services Association
(RUSA) guideline is the significant one. The Reference and User Services Association originally prepared by the MARS Digital Reference Guidelines Ad Hoc Committee Reference and User Services Association (RUSA) in 2004 and revised by the RUSA MARS/RSS Virtual Reference Committee in 2009 is responsible for stimulating and supporting excellence in the delivery of general library services and materials, and the provision of reference and information services, collection development, readers’ advisory, and resource sharing for all ages, in every type of library. For Preparing Digital Reference Service RUSA guidelines has defined certain requirements like Provision of Service, Collaborative DRS, Organization of Service and Privacy.

**Fig. 6 General Digital Reference Service Model for Indian Libraries**

Many libraries and organizations have recognized the benefits of providing DRS through collaborative services. Existing library consortia are adding digital reference to current shared services, and networks of libraries in different locations are banding together to share question loads and expertise. Some regional library consortia are offering member libraries the opportunity to share reference questions with each other using the Internet and other technologies (Kasowitz, 2001). Fig. 6 shows that how a reference query in a collaborative set up is routed to different locations at regional and national level to satisfy the user demands. When a user poses query to Reference Librarian, he/she gives feedback by consulting various sources or for gathering further information the librarian can pass the query to other experts at regional or national level who in return tracks the information from the FAQ’s Archive maintained for the purpose. Afterwards the information is passed to the Reference librarian and then he/she provides related answer back to the user or the experts can directly forward the feedback to the ultimate user. Alternatively, user can directly browse the FAQ database for the required information.

**CONCLUSION**

The present study revealed that the Indian libraries are in the progression of providing Digital Reference Services to their users. However, it has been seen that many libraries provide Digital
Reference Services like e-mail service, web-forms service, FAQ service, chat service etc. to their users. In the current study RUSA guidelines were scrutinized to determine the requirements for providing Digital Reference Services to the broader community of users by Indian libraries. Finally, the study provided a functional model for Indian libraries to provide digital reference services at regional and national level.
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Appendix(s)

Libraries Taken for the study

- American Library, New Delhi
- Barr. Balasaheb Khardekar Library, Shivaji University
- British Council India
- CSIR, NISCAIR
- DELNET
- DRTC
- Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad (Vikram Sarabhai Library)
- Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay
- Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi
- Indian National Digital Library in Engineering Sciences & Technology
- INFLIBNET
- Jawaharlal Nehru University Library
- JRD Tata Memorial Library, Bangalore (IIS)
- Library of Baba Farid University of Health Sciences
- Library of Indian Association for Cultivation of Science
- Library, Documentation & Information Science Division, ISI, Kolkata
- Management Development Institute Library, Gurgaon.
- Pondicherry (University Ananda Rangapillai Library
- Sir Dorabji Tata Memorial Library (Tata Institute of Social Sciences)
- University Library, Cochin University of Science & Technology